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I so enjoyed these stories of Janet Sheridan’s life as a child . Her stories are seasoned by a big family
members and the flavour of small towns in the 1940s and 50s.. I so enjoyed these tales of Janet
Sheridan’s life as a child in Utah, a wife and instructor in Nevada, and a mature female in Colorado.. Janet
Sheridan’s wicked sense of humour is frequently self-directed: I especially liked the stories about her
cooking food demonstration, her fishy-smelling graduation non-speech, and dance with Arnold. The tales
cover her existence’s many seasons, levels and situations, ending with only a hint of winter ahead, as pills
and pacemaker enter the picture. I am ordering additional copies of this book to have on hand for presents
and heartedly recommend it to others. Well seasoned with sugars and spice Ms. Sheridan's quick wit will
entertain, especially those who have reached a certain age group and can relate with remembrances from a
childhood well resided, where neighbors knew your name, one learned to extend a dollar, and a large
boisterous family means home. I shed a few tears while posting her journey, but mostly chuckled as she
recalled one delightful tale after another. We get to know her family members and gain an appreciation on
her behalf hard working father and wise, practical mother. But mostly we gleefully get yourself a peek
inside a charming, playful, and sometimes painfully honest girl who makes me desire to sit down at her table,
share a sit down elsewhere and hear even more of her stories. This is a must browse! The author properly
captures the rhythm of small towns in the west and small, often forgotten information from the era of

the late 40s and 50s that brought back many remembrances from my very own childhood. The brief essays
are often humorous and generally tender and honest as they move across the seasons of lifestyle. I’ve
used the narrator as you of my role versions for a satisfying later on life. exquisitely written -- small
vignettes of life and love rather than a little Lovingly crafted, exquisitely written -- small vignettes of life
and love and not a little laughter Five Stars A perfect book for someone over 60! Growing, One Story at a
Time Janet Sheridan's publication is a assortment of columns, woven together by the times of year of the
entire year. Her capability to laugh at herself, to provide humor to the reader and to evoke a bedrock
simpler time of loving family existence is not corny but entertaining and enjoyable. A funny and thoughtful
slice-of-life book This book offers many vignettes form the author's life: some humorous, others
thoughtful, and some poignant, but all entertaining. It can be go through at one seated, or savored over a
number of days. Four Stars Nice vignettes! Anyhow, Janet's book indeed kept me up late during the night
as I succumbed to JOMC (JUST ONE SINGLE More Chapter) syndrome. I really enjoyed scanning this
wonderful reserve!.. I enjoyed the wide range of emotions-laughter, sorrow, love, and all that is included
with developing up and getting older that these stories contain. A PRACTICED Life Lived in Small Towns is
a keeper and strongly suggested This is a book to be savored but is, at the same time, hard to place down.
I hope for many more books from Janet Sheridan. The best books are ones that you retain you up reading
. Sheridan's writing has a method of transporting the reader into her existence and times. Ms. The very
best books are ones that you retain you up reading way past your bedtime. As a child, I'd sneak a flashlight
so I could read books under my sheets well in to the night. Today, that I'm an adult, I no longer need to
evade my parent's patrol, just the eye rolls of my partner. A Must Read! Certainly a worthy read. One
chapter can make you laugh aloud (thanks Brother Bob) while the next draw tears.
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